
 
 

 

Life Singularity, Inc. Joins NVIDIA Inception Program 

 

Basking Ridge, NJ.—February 9, 2018— Life Singularity, Inc. today announced it has joined the 

NVIDIA Inception program, which is designed to nurture startups revolutionizing industries with 

advancements in AI and data sciences. 

 

Life Singularity, Inc. is a "data network effect" venture in AI/VR-driven health, which aims to 

develop a virtual AI assistant (a personalized neural network for every individual) by developing 

a Health Internet of You (genome, biosensors, drones, IoT, smart homes and Environmental 

Health) and applying deep learning models for individualized precision health (Social, Physical, 

Cognitive and Financial Wellness / Aging).  

 

The NVIDIA Inception program will allow Life Singularity to get access to NVIDIA technology 

 for deep learning and for analyzing massive datasets in real time, particularly for individualized 

and “prospective prediction” of IoT events where time, location, and health converge.   

 

Life Singularity is leveraging millions of health and contextual events to scale-up its efforts in 

development of AI/VR-driven avatars, real-time health predictions, anomaly detection and 

identification of digital biomarkers delivering hypothesis-free, ensemble-model, prospective 

health.  “Helping Life Singularity accelerate the delivery of personalized and predictive health at 

scale for millions of patients is one of the key reasons we chose NVIDIA,” said Sanjeev Wadhwa, 

Founder, CEO and President of Life Singularity, Inc. 

 

NVIDIA’s Inception program is a virtual accelerator program that helps startups during critical 

stages of product development, prototyping and deployment. Every Inception member gets a 

custom set of ongoing benefits, from hardware grants and marketing support to training with 

deep learning experts.  
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About Life Singularity 
 

Life Singularity offers a breakthrough predictive health platform delivering personalized, 

geospatial monitoring with a strong focus on “prospective” virtual care for prevention of health 

events.  The Life Singularity virtual health assistant combines empathy with innovative avatar-

based technology, advanced sensing of emotions, behaviors and lifestyles, and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) that generates actionable, real-time data and intelligent analytics, enabling 

clinicians to make better, timelier and “predictive” care decisions, catching the disease ahead of 

time.  Find more information about how Life Singularity is realizing its vision of "Predicting 

Health for a Better Life" at https://www.LifeSingularity.com. 

 

Contact about this news: 
 
Life Singularity, Inc. 
Sanjeev Wadhwa 
e-mail: Sanjeev.Wadhwa@LifeSingularity.com 
phone: +1 (908) 451-3833 
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